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INTRODUCTION

The deep inferior epigastric artery perforator 
free flap is widely accepted as the gold standard 
method for breast reconstruction as it combines 

good donor site aesthetic outcomes with low morbidity 
and autologous tissue characteristics with optimal 
long‑term cosmetic results.[1]
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ABSTRACT

DIEP flap has become the gold standard method for patients undergoing autologous breast 
reconstruction; however, previous surgery or scars in the abdominal area have been considered 
a relative contraindication for the use of abdominal tissue. Longitudinal midline abdominal 
scars may be specially problematic because of the poor midline crossover of blood and the 
high risk of necrosis of the distal flap. Patients with small breast may be easily reconstructed 
with hemi‑DIEP flap; however, patients with large breast need more tissue available. Our aim 
is to report a modification of a ‘fleur‑de‑lis pattern’ for a breast reconstruction in a patient with 
previous abdominal surgery and large breast. The post‑operative course was uneventful, flap 
did not show blood supply compromise, volume and symmetry are preserved after 6 months 
post‑operative and donor site morbidity has not been observed. This modification may be very 
useful to avoid complications related to poor blood supply associated with scar tissues. Careful 
pre‑operative planning and the transfer of only well‑vascularised tissue are essential for a 
successful reconstruction.
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Figure 1: Modified fleur‑de‑lis design based on the patient’s abdominal scars, 
reduction pattern in both breasts and abdominal zones of perfusion
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Previous abdominal scars have been traditionally 
considered a relative contraindication for autologous 
breast reconstruction with free abdominal flap because 
of decreased perfusion and venous congestion with the 
associated fat and marginal skin necrosis.[2‑4]

Autologous breast reconstruction remains a challenge 
in patients with previous abdominal scars. Pre‑operative 
imaging and intra‑operative perfusion studies may offer 
established assessment tools to evaluate blood supply of 
the free tissue transfer; however, there is a lack of evidence 
supporting that adverse outcomes in this specific cohort 
of patient are able to be standardised and avoided.[5] 
We report a case of a large breasted female patient with 
previous vertical midline and lower Pfannenstiel scars, 
who underwent successful immediate autologous breast 
reconstruction with a modified fleur‑de‑lis abdominal 
free flap.

CASE REPORT

A 45‑year‑female presented with a suspicious radiological 
routine screening test (BI‑RADS 5) to the outpatient 
breast cancer clinic. Consent form was obtained.

A mass was identified at the right superior‑lateral 
breast (1.7 cm × 2.2 cm) with associated right 
lymphadenopathy (1.4 cm), without distal metastasis 
detected on computerised tomography (CT) (T2N1M0). 
On the histopathologic study of the right breast specimen, 
a high‑grade carcinoma was evidenced. Neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy was commenced, and a follow‑up magnetic 
resonance imaging revealed a significant downgrading of 
the primary lesion with decreased size but persistence of 
the axillary lymphadenopathy. The decision to proceed 
with total mastectomy with axillary lymph node clearance 
and immediate breast reconstruction was decided 
through a multidisciplinary team approach.

During pre‑operative assessment, the physical examination 
revealed two previous abdominal scars: a midline laparotomy 
incision from the xiphisternum to the pubis symphysis and 
a Pfannenstiel incision from a previous caesarean section. 
The patient had body mass index of 38, however, without 
any other co‑morbidities. Patients’ consultation resulted 
in the decision to proceed with skin‑sparing mastectomy, 
axillary lymph node clearance and immediate autologous 
breast reconstruction with free abdominal flap with 
contralateral symmetrisation breast reduction.

The patient underwent pre‑ and intra‑operative handheld 
Doppler mapping to identify the location of perforators. 
The patient’s body habitus required further pre‑operative 
planning and design of a modified ‘fleur‑de‑lis’ abdominal 
flap, to allow large amount of tissue transfer along with 
improved donor site aesthetic outcomes [Figure 1].

Three perforators were identified from the left deep inferior 
epigastric artery system. The presence of the vertical midline 
laparotomy scar proclaimed the risk of low perfusion of 
the contralateral abdominal flap area. This suspicion was 
confirmed intra‑operatively during completion of the 
perforator dissection and clamp testing of dominance. The 
left‑sided fleur‑de‑lis flap was not perfused and therefore 
was not transferred to the breast. Perfusion of this side 
was checked with INVOS™ system, showing low oxygen 
saturation, and deoxygenated bleeding was observed after 
incisions. Fluorescein was not used.

The internal mammary artery vessels were prepared as 
the recipient vessels in a standard fashion, using the 
third intercostal cartilage space. The right mastectomy 
defect was reconstructed, and the flap was anastomosed 
in and end‑to‑end fashion. During flap inset, a large area 
of de‑epithelisation allowed good aesthetic results and 
enabled a small skin monitoring paddle to cover the 
skin envelope defect. A contralateral wise pattern breast 
reduction achieved symmetrisation of the right breast.

There were no intra‑ and post‑operative complications. 
Breast, flap and donor sites’ healing achieved 
without partial necrosis getting a well‑rounded free 
flap reconstructed breast and a symmetric reduced 
contralateral side. The patient was discharged on the 
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5th post‑operative day without any concerns. A secondary 
procedure was scheduled for nipple reconstruction.

DISCUSSION

Deep inferior epigastric artery‑based abdominal 
free flap is becoming the gold standard option for 
breast reconstruction. Immediate autologous breast 
reconstruction offers optimal cosmetic long‑term 
outcomes and high rates of quality of life.[1] The presence 
of previous abdominal scars presents a challenge and a 
relative contraindication as it can affect the flap survival 
due to irregular perfusion patterns.[6]

There is a lack of evidence concerning the regeneration 
and neovascularisation of the superficial or deep inferior 
epigastric vascular systems of the abdominal wall 
following abdominal procedures. Han et al. demonstrated 
on animal models that an increase in size and density of 
the subdermal plexus is observed, similarly to the delay 
phenomenon, in the areas surrounding a healing scar.[7] 
However, another study contradicted that previous existent 
vascular pattern was able to be regenerated, showing the 
absence of staining infused through the surrounding vessel 
and surpassing mature scars in cadaveric dissections.[8] 
Sano et al. also reported similar observation in the rat 
model, when contralateral hemi‑abdominal flaps failed 
neovascularisation across the midline scar.[9]

Midline abdominal scars are decreasing as the rates 
of exploratory laparotomy have been largely replaced 
from laparoscopic procedures; however, Pfannenstiel 
abdominal scars are very commonly encountered as 
the rates of caesarean sections increased.[10] A long 
midline incision from the xiphoid process to the pubis 
symphysis presents a major challenge in pre‑operative 
decision‑making for breast reconstruction, as it disrupts 
the vascular connections between hemi‑abdominal 
flaps.[11]

Recent literature has reported an increase in the 
prevalence of complications in cases undergoing DIEP 
flap with the presence of abdominal scars.[2,12] Chang 
et al. reported a case of partial flap loss in a patient 
with midline abdominal scar which during surgical 
re‑exploration arterial and venous anastomosis were 
revealed patented, findings of which coincide with this 
concept.[3]

Several modifications in abdominal flap designs have been 
described to enable higher perfusion rates in scar areas 
and attempt to reduce associated complications.[2,4,12] 
Hsieh et al. allowed robust perfusion across flaps with 
midline abdominal scars with a crossover anastomosis 
and demonstrated good post‑operative outcomes.[5] 
Conservative approach in the presence of abdominal scars 
is allowed when patients require small tissue;[6] however, 
reconstruction of large breast may be hindered by the 
amount of tissue available; to overcome this situation, 
new flap designs must be developed to get the finest 
results possible.[2,4] Santanelli et al. proposed the use of 
vertical DIEP (VDIEP) flap in patients affected by midline 
scars and large breast volume in whom one side of the 
abdomen is not enough for the reconstruction.[13]

In our patient, a fleur‑de‑lis design was chosen to achieve 
as much tissue as possible and improve the aesthetic result 
of the previous scars, after noticing patient’s complaint 
of her abdominal aesthetics and her desire of large breast 
volume [Figures 2 and 3]. This design, therefore, fulfilled 
the two requisites providing high‑quality tissue avoiding 
another donor area with just one incision in abdominal 
fascia limiting the morbidity in the donor site and making 
the procedure faster. In addition, the classic transverse 
DIEP flap, as postulated by Dinner et al., captures four 
vascular zones with different perfusion gradients,[8] while 
the VDIEP only captures two; thus, perfusion of the flap 
should be guaranteed.

In our case, after harvesting the flap, one side of the 
fleur‑de‑lis was clinically low perfused, which was 
expected; however, the lack of perfusion may not be 

Figure 2: High body mass index patient, large breast volume and previous 
abdominal scars before breast reconstruction with autologous abdominal 

tissue
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Figure 3: Outcome after 6 months. Reconstructed breast remains similar in 
shape and volume compared to the other side

evident intra‑operatively, and problems may arise on the 
immediate post‑operative period.[12]

Many authors recommended pre‑operative imaging in any 
patient with abdominal scars;[10] however, in our experience, 
preoperative angio‑CT may be recommended but not 
essential. Clinical expertise, intra‑operative findings and 
evaluation of the flap after perforator dissection are thus 
of great importance. The breast volume required and the 
amount of tissue available at donor site can guide our 
decisions for planning autologous reconstruction using 
DIEP flap and contralateral symmetrisation.

This case shows the possibility of reconstruction with 
multiple abdominal scars and achieves a symmetric outcome 
in patients with large breast volume. Careful pre‑operative 
planning and the transfer of only well‑vascularised tissue 
are essential for a successful reconstruction.

CONCLUSION

Patients with multiple abdominal scars and large‑volume 
breast can be reconstructed safely with minimal technical 
modifications in DIEP flaps’ design and contralateral 
breast reduction.

Precise analysis of each individual case is imperative to 
overcome donor site limitations and achieve best surgical 
outcomes.
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